Introduction 54
The human ability to grasp and manipulate objects is central to our evolutionary 55 success as tool users. The loss of this ability has a profound negative impact on overall 56 quality of life. We rely in particular upon our ability to precisely regulate movement and 57 force, to close our fingers around an object, then exert isometric force sufficient to 58 prevent slippage without crushing it. However, the neural origin of this process is not yet 59
clear. In the current study, we sought to identify how (or whether) movement and force 60 are encoded differently at the cortical level. 61
There is longstanding evidence for cortical representations of both movement 62 (Moran and Schwartz, 1999) and force (Evarts, 1968) . Further, there is indirect evidence 63 that distinct neural control states are used for kinematics (movement) and kinetics (force). 64
For example, motor learning of kinematics and kinetics in reaching occur independently 65 of each other (Flanagan et al., 1999) . Kinematic and kinetic control can be disrupted 66 independently (Chib et al., 2009) , and their errors can be separated during adaptation 67 (Danion et al., 2013) . Perhaps most relevant, Venkadesan and Valero-Cuevas (2008) , 68 found that electromyogram (EMG) activity patterns transitioned between separate, 69 incompatible states during a one-finger, sequential movement-force task. Importantly, 70 these transitions occurred prior to the fingertip's contact with a surface, implying that 71 changing neural states may "prepare" finger muscle activations for their upcoming role in 72 regulating force. Here, we hypothesized that the transition between movement and force 73 is encoded in motor and premotor cortical networks. 74
The specifics of cortical movement and force encoding are also relevant to brain-75 machine interface (BMI) design. Restoration of hand grasp functionality is a high 76 priority for individuals with paralysis (Blabe et al., 2015) . Currently, BMIs using motor cortical signals control robotic or prosthetic hands (Hochberg et However, most BMIs that have decoded grasp intent have focused on decoding 81 kinematics of grasp aperture. One exception improved BMI-prosthetic hand control by 82 scaling the neuronal firing rates (Downey et al., 2017) , but did not examine the 83 movement-force transition. Here, we hypothesized that force and kinematics of the hand 84 are governed by separate neural states in cortex. 85
In the current study, we used a sequential movement-force task to investigate 86 changes in human cortical activity during transitions in behavioral mode: from pre-87 movement (preparation) to movement to force. We recorded subdural surface potentials 88 (electrocorticography; ECoG), finger kinematics, and applied force. We used ECoG 89 spectral modulations to measure changes in the spatial patterns of movement-and force-90 based decoding, and to classify the behavioral mode of the subject. We found clear 91 evidence of distinct movement and force encoding. 92
Recent work has characterized changes in cortical network activity during 93 kinematic tasks as the temporal evolution of a dynamical system (Churchland et al., 94 2012; Pandarinath et al., 2018) . Here, we examined whether neural state space changes 95 accompanied behavioral mode transitions (from pre-movement to movement to force). 96
We used latent factor analysis via dynamical systems (LFADS), a deep-learning method 97 that uses sequential autoencoders to uncover trajectories in a low-dimensional neural 98 state space from high-dimensional neural data (Pandarinath et al., 2018) . We also 99 calculated changes in a neural vector angle (NVA), obtained by treating the spectral 100 features as elements of a high-dimensional neural vector. Both approaches showed that 101 activity across a broad area of motor and premotor cortices exhibited tightly clustered 102 trajectories through neural state space that were time-locked to the behavior. The NVA 103 enabled us to average responses across subjects and create a generalized temporal profile 104 of neural state space activity during the movement and force modes of human grasp. 105
Together, these analyses indicate that distinct cortical states correspond to the movement 106 and force modes of grasp. 107 108
Materials and Methods 109

Subjects and recordings 110
Seven human subjects participated in the study (all male; ages 26-60, ordered 111 chronologically). Six of the subjects required awake intraoperative mapping prior to 112 resection of low-grade gliomas. Their tumors were located remotely to the cortical areas 113 related to hand grasp, and no upper extremity sensorimotor deficits were observed in 114 neurological testing. Subject S6 underwent extraoperative intracranial monitoring prior 115 to resection surgery for treatment of medication-refractory epilepsy. All experiments 116
were performed under protocols approved by the institutional review board of 117 Northwestern University. All subjects gave written informed consent before participating 118 in the study. Subjects were recruited for the study if the site of their craniotomy, or their 119 monitoring array was expected to include coverage of primary motor cortex. 120
In all subjects except S6, we used 64 electrode (8x8) high-density ECoG arrays, 121 with 1.5-mm exposed recording site diameter and 4-mm inter-electrode spacing (Integra, 122
Inc.). Arrays were placed over hand motor areas, which we defined by: 1) anatomical 123 landmarks, e.g., 'hand knob' in primary motor cortex; 2) pre-operative fMRI or 124 transcranial magnetic stimulation to identify functional motor areas; and 3) direct 125 electrocortical stimulation mapping. Intraoperative recordings took place after direct 126 stimulation mapping. Intraoperative MRI navigation was performed with Curve 127 (BrainLab, Inc., Munich, Germany). The recording arrays covered primary motor cortex, 128 premotor cortex, and usually part of primary somatosensory cortex as well ( Figure 1A) . 129
In S6, electrode placement was determined by clinical need. For this subject, we used a 130 32-electrode (8x4) array with the same electrode size and spacing as our 64-electrode 131
arrays. 132
We sampled ECoG at 2 kHz using a Neuroport Neural Signal Processor 133 (Blackrock Microsystems, Inc.). Signals were bandpass filtered between 0.3 Hz and 500 134
Hz prior to sampling. Finger kinematics were recorded using a 22-sensor CyberGlove 135 (Immersion). We recorded force with a custom-built load cell sensor. Kinematic and 136 kinetic data were both sampled at the same rate as ECoG. 137
138
Experimental protocol 139
The subjects executed repeated trials of a one-finger task that required isotonic 140 movement and isometric force in sequence. At the beginning of each trial, the subjects 141 were instructed to hold their index finger in a neutral posture. After a cue, they executed 142 a self-paced flexion movement ( Figure 1B) , which brought the palmar surface of the 143 index finger into contact with the force sensor. Upon contact, subjects were instructed to 144 Figure 1 . ECoG array placement, experimental task, and behavioral data. (A) In S1 through S5 146 and S7, we targeted the primary motor and premotor cortices. Array placement for S6 was 147 determined by clinical need. For S1 and S2 we recorded ECoG from the right hemisphere; the the start of flexion), movement (start of flexion until start of force), and force (from force onset apply force to the sensor, thereby controlling a cursor on a monitor. Their task was to 160 match the cursor's vertical position to that of a force target presented on the monitor. 161
Target force levels varied randomly from trial to trial (random-target pursuit task, as in 162 Flint et al., 2014) . Following a successful match (or a timeout of 2s), the trial was 163 complete, and the subject extended their finger back to the baseline (neutral) position. 164
The next trial began after a delay of 1s. Target presentation and cursor feedback were 165
controlled by the open-source BCI2000 software (Schalk et al., 2004) . The time 166 resolution for both kinematic data acquisition and force cursor control was 50ms. 167
Our task was designed to elicit movement in one finger, while keeping the other 168 fingers motionless in a flexed position. Therefore, we analyzed only the data from the 169
CyberGlove sensors that were relevant to the motion of the index finger ( Figure 1C , 170 highlighted). Dominant kinematic features were extracted via principal component 171 analysis (PCA), similar to (Flint et al., 2017) . We performed PCA only on data from the 172 highlighted sensors in Figure 1C , retaining the 1 st component to identify movement onset. 173 174
Feature extraction 175
For all analyses, we extracted spectral features from each ECoG electrode. Here, 176 each feature was the mean spectral power in a frequency band of interest. These methods 177 followed closely from our published studies of decoding isometric force (Flint et al., 178 2014 ) and movement kinematics (Flint et al., 2017) from ECoG. We calculated the log-179 normalized spectral power in each ECoG electrode using short-time Fourier transforms 180 (window width of 512 ms). We averaged the spectral power in 25-ms time bins. We 181 identified the feature boundaries (frequency bands of interest) by computing the event-related spectral perturbation (ERSP) for each electrode around the time of force onset. 183
We then averaged the ERSPs for all electrodes in our dataset, and identified the 184 frequency bands of interest: broadband low frequency (8-55Hz) and broadband high 185 frequency (70-150Hz). Subsequent analyses were performed on the feature matrix for 186 each subject. Each feature matrix was size NxM, where N is the number of time bins in 187 the record, and M is 2*(number of electrodes)*10, where 10 was the number of time bins 188 into the past (causal bins only). 189 190
Population decoding of continuous movement and force 191
We decoded continuous movement kinematics and continuous isometric force, 192 using all (non-noisy) electrodes from PM and M1 in each subject. For continuous 193 decoding, the feature matrix served as input to a Wiener cascade decoder (Hunter and 194 Korenberg, 1986 ). In the Wiener cascade, the output of a linear Wiener filter is 195 convolved with a static nonlinearity (here, a 3 rd -order polynomial). We employed ridge 196 regression to reduce the likelihood of overfitting due to the large feature space, as in 197 (Suminski et al., 2010) . We evaluated decoding accuracy using the fraction of variance 198 accounted for (FVAF). We employed 11-fold cross-validation, using 9 folds for training, 199 1 fold for parameter validation (e.g., optimizing the free parameter in the ridge regression 200 
Spatial mapping of decoding performance 206
We quantified the difference in the spatial representations of movement and force 207 using two measures: (1) change in location of the peak single-electrode decoding 208 performance, and (2) change in the overall spatial distribution of single-electrode 209 decoding performance. For both analyses, we decoded continuous movement for each 210 individual ECoG electrode using Wiener cascade decoders, as in the previous section. 211
These single-electrode decoding results were evaluated using the cross-validated FVAF, 212 as above. The spatial distribution of single-electrode movement decoding performance 213 formed a "map" for the array. In a similar manner, we constructed a "map" of force 214 decoding performance. We then analyzed these maps to reveal differences between 215 movement and force, in terms of spatial representation on the cortical surface. 216
We compared the location of the overall peak of each decoding map for 217 movement to that of force within each cross-validation fold. We report the absolute 218 displacement between the peak performance location from force decoding vs. that from 219 movement decoding. Peak performance displacement quantifies the shift in location 220 between movement and force in units of distance (e.g., in millimeters). 221
In addition, we compared the overall decoding map patterns. The map for a 222 single fold can be treated as an image, with FVAF values corresponding to pixel 223 intensities. We measured similarity among maps using a differencing metric common to 224 image processing (Euclidean distance). We calculated the distance (D) between pairs of 225 maps for individual folds. For example, a value of Dintra,3-4(force)=0, where D is the 226 difference metric, would indicate that the force decoding maps in folds 3 and 4 were 227 identical. We compared the inter-map distances across behavioral modes (movement vs. 228 force, Dinter) to find the average decoding map difference between movement and force 229 encoding on the cortex. We compared these to within-modality distances 230 (Dintra(force),Dintra(mvt)), which vary only due to time. That is, Dintra measured map 231 differences within a behavioral mode, which can be attributed to variance in task 232 performance across trials. Thus, Dintra values served as controls for Dinter, which 233 measured the map differences attributable to control mode (movement or force). When 234 calculating these distance metrics between performance maps, we scaled by the 235 maximum possible distance between the maps, so that both Dinter and Dintra ranged from 0 236 to 1. 237 238
Latent factor analysis via dynamical systems 239
We applied a deep learning algorithm, latent factor analysis via dynamical When previously applied to spiking activity from populations of neurons, LFADS 246 modeled observed spikes for each neuron as samples from an inhomogeneous Poisson 247 process (called the firing rate), and attempted to infer this underlying firing rate for each 248 neuron. In this study, since the ECoG features are continuous rather than discrete 249 variables, the underlying distribution was taken to be Gaussian instead of Poisson. 250
Specifically, we first pre-processed the data by z-scoring each spectral feature. We then 251 modeled the data following the equations in Sussillo et al. (2016) , with the key 252 modifications that: 253
(1) 254 bin over trials in each of the emergent clusters (low-and high-frequency modulating), for 288 each subject. Since the neural vector angle transformed the data from feature values to a 289 common coordinate system (angle between vectors, in degrees), it enabled us to average 290 this quantity across subjects. To quantify differences in NVA values due to behavioral 291 mode, we used the Kruskal-Wallis test of unequal medians on NVAs during "pre-292 movement", "movement", and "force" modes ( Figure 1B) . See also the following section 293 for details of the behavioral mode labelling procedure. 294 295
Discrete classification of behavioral mode 297
Our classification of behavioral mode used the same feature matrix as continuous 298
decoding. Data were labeled as follows: time points from the time of target presentation 299 to the start of finger flexion were labeled as "pre-movement"; time points from the start 300 of flexion to contact with the force sensor were labeled "movement"; time points 301 beginning at contact with the force sensor, continuing for 0.5 s were labeled "force". We 302 limited the length of the force window to obtain more balanced class sizes. Data outside 303 of the described time windows were discarded. The remaining data were classified using 304 two methods: support vector machines and boosted aggregate (bagged) trees. The 305 classification analyses used 5-fold cross validation. Within each test fold, we classified 306 every 25-ms time bin. The reported accuracy measures are the median ± IQR of correctly 307 classified time points across all test folds. Because the class sizes were not exactly equal, 308 the chance level performance of the 3-class classifier was not necessarily 1/3. We 309 calculated the true chance level performance by shuffling the class labels and then 310 performing the analyses as above. We repeated this procedure 1000 times for 311 each recording. 312 313
Experimental design and statistical analysis 314
We conducted the experiments and analyzed the data using a within-subject 315 design. We used non-parametric statistics to report continuous kinematics and 316 continuous force decoding accuracy, as the decoding accuracy values (FVAF) were 317 distributed non-normally across cross-validation folds. To compare maps of decoding 318 performance, we conducted a one-tailed Wilcoxon signed-rank test, with Bonferroni 319 correction for multiple comparisons. Differences in NVA during behavioral modes were 320 tested using a Kruskal-Wallis test. For the discrete decoding of behavioral mode, we also 321 used a Kruskal-Wallis test to identify statistical differences between ECoG feature-based 322 decoding and LFADS-cleaned feature decoding. 323 324 325
Results 326
We recorded ECoG from seven human subjects with brain tumors or epilepsy 327 who required intraoperative or extraoperative mapping as part of their clinical treatment. 328
In all subjects, ECoG coverage included at least part of primary motor and premotor 329 cortices (Brodmann areas 4 and 6). In some cases, coverage also included prefrontal 330 and/or postcentral cortices ( Figure 1A ). However, we restricted our analyses to 331 electrodes covering primary motor and premotor cortices. The subjects performed a cued 332 one-finger task requiring an isotonic flexion movement, followed by isometric flexion to 333 specified force targets. Movement and isometric flexion were performed sequentially 334 ( Figure 1B ). This task (adapted from Venkadesan and Valero-Cuevas, 2008) activates 335 the same flexor muscles to achieve two different aspects of object grasp. We recorded 336 the finger joint kinematics (based on the sensors highlighted in Figure 1C related changes in ECoG spectral features, specifically to understand how tightly these features modulated with behavioral events. We examined modulation with respect to (1) 343 the start of finger flexion movement and (2) the start of isometric force exertion. We 344 constructed the intensity raster for each feature by windowing its data, then plotting as 345 trial number vs. peri-event time. We sorted trials by the time between events. 346
We constructed raster plots for each feature in our dataset (2 features per non-347 noise electrode, 722 total features in the dataset). Overall, we found a diverse set of 348 activity patterns during movement and force production. In the high-frequency range, 349 spectral power increased around the start of isometric force, differentiating force 350 production from movement (Figure 2A-C) . Figure 2A shows an example of a high 351 frequency feature that differentiated finger movement from both rest (Figure 2A features (D-F) exhibited power decreases just preceding, and aligned to, the onset of 371 movement (D,E), or aligned to the start of force (F). 372 373 374
Continuous movement and force were decoded with high accuracy 376
Similar to our previous studies, we used a Wiener cascade decoder to build multi-377 input, single-output models for decoding behavior. We used one such model to decode 378 the continuous time course of finger movement kinematics using both high and low 379 spectral features from all (M1/PM) electrodes. A separate model was used to decode 380 continuous isometric force from the same electrodes. The resulting decoding accuracy 381 was high for both force and kinematics: the fraction of variance accounted for (FVAF) 382 ranged from 0.4±0.1 (median±IQR) to 0.8±0.1. Across subjects, the overall median 383 FVAF was 0.7±0.2 for force decoding, and 0.7±0.3 for movement decoding. 384
Statistically, the null hypothesis that movement kinematics and force were decoded with 385 equivalent accuracy could not be rejected (Kruskal-Wallis test, p=0.6); thus, our ability to 386 distinguish between movement and force (reported in the following sections) was not due 387 simply to decoding one quantity better than the other. 388 389 390
Spatial mapping of decoding performance shows different cortical representations 391 of movement and force 392
We next quantified the difference in the spatial representations of force and 393 movement on the cortical surface, using two metrics: (1) change in location of the peak 394 decoding performance electrode (Table 1) , and (2) change in overall map pattern ( Figure  395 3). 396
We previously showed that peak performance location differs for an isometric 397 force performed with two different fingers (Flint et al., 2014) . Here, we found that the 398 peak performance location was different for movement and force decoding. The 399 displacement (between movement and force) of the peak decoding performance ranged 400 from 3.2±5.4 mm to 16.5±8.8 mm across subjects (mean ± SD over folds; Table 1 ). The 401 mean (±SE) displacement of peak performance for all subjects was 9.9±2.0 mm. 402 403 mean ± S.D. S1 16. 
406
To place these distances in context, a standard ECoG array for epilepsy use has an inter-407 electrode distance of 10 mm, highlighting the advantages of using high-density ECoG 408 arrays (the electrode arrays used here had an inter-electrode distance of 4 mm). See also 409 Wang et al. (2016) . 410
In addition to changes in peak decoding location, there were differences between 411 movement and force in the overall map patterns (Figure 3) . The between-mode distance 412
Dinter, which measured differences between the movement-force maps (see Methods), was 413 significantly greater than the within-mode distance Dintra in 6 of 7 subjects (p<3*10 -5 414 except S3, where p=0.19; one-tailed Wilcoxon signed-rank test with Bonferroni 415 correction for multiple comparisons; see Figure 3B ). 
427
This indicates that the spatial distribution of decoding as a whole changes between 428 movement and force, and that this change is greater than what is expected from 429 behavioral variation. 430
Taken together, these results indicate that the spatial representations of movement 431 and force on the cortical surface are different. This difference was observable both in the 432 location of peak decoding performance, as well as in the decoding map changes between 433 behavioral modes. Figure 4 shows the underlying dynamics for S5 and S6 during 446 trials of the kinematic-kinetic task, color-coded by three behavioral modes. At the start of 447 the task (pre-movement), the high-and low-frequency latent factors tended to be 448 distributed through a relatively broad region of the state space (ex. Figure 4A, red) . Prior 449 to the start of movement, the latent factors tended to converge onto a smaller region of 450 state space, and their trajectories through the movement (cyan) and force (blue) periods 451 of the task were more tightly grouped. Moreover, each time period of the task occupied a 452 different part of state space (note the grouping of colors in Figure 4 ). To illustrate the 453 impact of LFADS in revealing well-ordered, low dimensional state space representations, 454
we also performed PCA directly on the ECoG features (PCA-only; Figure 4 
464
In some cases, PCA-only resulted in a rough grouping of behavioral modes (pre-465 movement, movement, and force) into neural state space (ex. Figure 4A) . However, the 466 individual PCA-only trial trajectories remained highly variable, unlike the highly repeatable LFADS-PC trajectories. In other cases, PCA-only did not allow us to resolve 468 a low-dimensional state space representation with identifiable groupings at all (ex. Figure  469   4D ). Contrasting the LFADS-PC plots with the PCA-only plots (i.e., comparing each 470 panel of Figure 4 with its inset) illustrates the benefit of LFADS on this dataset. We 471 quantify this difference in Table 2 
479
Taken together, the results of Figure 4 and Table 2 illustrate the effectiveness of 480 using LFADS to uncover low-dimensional representations of the neural state space 481 during the kinematic-kinetic behavior. Examining the latent factors also provided strong 482 additional evidence that the pre-movement, movement, and force behavioral modes were 483
represented distinctly in the underlying ECoG signals. 484
A neural vector angle summarizes temporal changes across the feature space 486
Visualizing the low-dimensional state space by LFADS-PCs reinforced the idea 487 that pre-movement, movement, and force motor control modes are represented by distinct 488 neural states. However, those methods did not allow us to generalize across subjects. 489
Therefore, we used a second metric for summarizing the modulations of feature space 490 across trials and subjects: the NVA. The NVA θ(t) is the angle at time t between a neural 491 vector m(t) and its reference direction, m ref (see Methods). Here, the high-dimensional 492 vector m(t) was comprised of M1/PM ECoG spectral features. The reference vector m ref 493
was calculated during a window prior to the moment of peak force in each trial. 494
Therefore θ(t) measures the dissimilarity between the ECoG features at each moment 495
with their values during peak force generation. 496
To maximize the signal-to-noise ratio of θ(t), the elements of m(t) were selected 497 using a cluster analysis (see Methods). In most cases, this approach resulted in (1) a 498 cluster of well-modulated low-frequency features (ex. Figure 5A) , (2) a cluster of well-499 modulated high-frequency features (ex. Figure 5B ), and (3) a cluster of poorly modulated 500 features (not shown). We computed θ(t) separately for clusters (1) and (2) in each 501 subject ( Figure 5C,D) . The NVA recasts feature modulations for each trial into a 502 common unit (angular difference in degrees). Therefore, we were able to combine NVA 503 results across all trials in all subjects, yielding a compact study-wide representation of the 504 cortical response to the movement-force transition (Figure 5E 
519
Across subjects, average low-frequency NVAs began to decrease immediately 520 after the presentation of the force target ( Figure 5E, red line) , and reached their minimum 521 value approximately at the start of flexion ( Figure 5E , cyan line). Accordingly, low-522 frequency NVA during movement was significantly lower than NVA during the pre-523 movement period (p<10 -9 ; Kruskal-Wallis test, Tukey HSD post-hoc for all statistical 524 comparisons in this section). By contrast, there was no significant difference between the 525 movement period and force (t=0 to t=0.75) in the low-frequency NVAs (p=0.32). High-526 frequency NVAs did not deviate from their pre-movement values at target presentation 527 ( Figure 5F ), instead changing just prior to the start of movement ( Figure 5F, cyan line) . 528
During movement, high-frequency NVAs were significantly higher than pre-movement 529 NVA (p<10 -9 ), peaking just before the onset of force ( Figure 5F , approximately t= -130 530 ms relative to force onset). During the force behavioral mode, high-frequency NVA were 531 overall lower than either movement (p<10 -9 ) or pre-movement (p<10 -6 ) periods. 532
Overall, the NVA results indicate that separate cortical states are responsible for 533 pre-movement, movement, and force behavioral modes. In addition, we found evidence 534 for a possible distinction in roles, or kinds of information encoded by low-versus high-535
frequency ECoG features. This was illustrated by the fact that low-frequency NVAs did 536 not differentiate force and movement, while high frequency NVAs did differentiate those 537 two behavioral modes. Earlier, we found evidence for encoding multiple types of 538 information on an example electrode ( Figure 2B,E) , which modulated its spectral 539 intensity differently in low-versus high-frequency spectral domains. Here, the NVA 540 results provide evidence that this may be a general feature of PM/M1 cortical areas.
ECoG features enabled accurate classification of behavioral modes 542
The above evidence indicates that during grasp, the behavioral modes of finger 543 movement and force are represented by distinct neural states in the motor and premotor 544
cortices. This has potential applications for brain-machine interface (BMI) design. For 545 example, in response to changing functional goals (e.g., changing from movement control 546 to force control when picking up an object), a BMI could switch control strategies. To 547 estimate the accuracy such control might achieve, we tested whether the subjects' 548 behavioral mode could be decoded from cortical activity. We used the low-and high-549
frequency ECoG spectral features to classify each time bin as one of three behavioral 550 modes: pre-movement, movement, or force execution. In parallel with the ECoG feature-551 based classification, we also classified behavioral mode using the LFADS-denoised 552 features as inputs. We used two widely available classifiers: support vector machines 553 (SVM) and boosted aggregate (bagged) decision trees. For each subject, we also 554 calculated a chance decoding value (see Methods). We report classification accuracy for 555 the two types of classifiers separately, evaluating both the features and the LFADS-556 denoised features. The three behavioral modes were strongly differentiable in all subjects, 557 with high accuracy ( Figure 6 ). Overall, the tree-based classifier outperformed SVM, and 558 LFADS-denoised features were decoded more accurately than the features without 559 denoising (p=1.9 -7 , Kruskal-Wallis test). For the tree-based classifier of LFADS-denoised 560 features, median decoding accuracies for the subjects ranged from 87%±2% to 94%±1%, 561 with an overall median value of 90%±6%, indicating that these three classes were highly 562 separable. Statistically, the decoding accuracy for all subjects was significantly higher 563 than chance. Thus, these behavioral modes have highly separable cortical representations. 564 565 Figure 6 . Decoding behavioral mode from ECoG features before and after LFADS denoising.
566
The median classification accuracy was greater than chance for all subjects. SVM; support vector 567 machines. Tree; boosted aggregate decision tree classifier.
569
Discussion 570
Manipulating objects dexterously requires controlling both grasp kinematics and 571 isometric force. Even simple activities like turning a doorknob, shaking hands, and 572 lifting a cup of liquid could not be accomplished safely and quickly without both kinds of 573 control. More than two decades ago, investigators began to appreciate that the cortex 574 may handle these two vital aspects of motor behavior separately (Flanagan et al., 1999) . 575
Here, we found distinct and quantifiable differences in how the motor and premotor 576 cortices represented behavioral mode, i.e. pre-movement, flexion movement and 577 isometric force. Notably, low-frequency ECoG features seemed to modulate their 578 activity with movement onset, while high-frequency ECoG features often modulated with force onset. Feature modulations were time-locked to behaviorally relevant events, and 580 could be detected on a-single trial basis ( Figure 2 ). The ensemble ECoG modulations 581 constituted a neural state change, accompanying the changes in behavioral mode (from 582 pre-movement to movement, or from movement to force). We were able to model this 583 change using a dynamical systems approach (LFADS), and decode the subjects' 584 behavioral modes with high accuracy. Understanding neural state changes like these in 585 the context of a functional grasp task has implications for the design of dexterous grasp 586 brain-machine interfaces. 587
As in previous work, we decoded the continuous time course of the behavioral 588 variables (movement and force). Generally, we achieved highly accurate decoding of 589 both force and movement, comparing favorably with prior studies decoding finger 590 importantly, there was no significant difference in our ability to decode force and 593 movement across subjects. This implies that the differences in cortical representations of 594
